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Project and test results of new solution
for powered roof support for low seams
The subject of thin seam exploitation is a complex problem; in reality, it involves several
problems such as technical, ergonomic, and economic barriers. They refer mainly to
combined longwalls – where a human presence is required at the site; the most important problem is the issue of the limited workspace in longwall roadways. This generates
engineering and organizational problems, especially during the launching and removal
of the longwall roadways. Having considered the above-mentioned, the Department of
Mining, Dressing, and Transport Machines at AGH in Krakow has begun research
whose main objective is to develop and test a new structure for a powered support for
thin seams. In this paper, virtual models of the new hydraulic roof support and a conception of the structure of a control system were presented as well as the test results of
the new construction hydraulic roof support. Research in this field was conducted for the
project entitled “Studies of the Development of an Innovative Hydraulic Roof Support
for Low Seams”. The project is funded by the National Center of Research and Development (NCBiR).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thin seams with thicknesses that are less than 1.5 m
are critical for energetic security in Poland. Taking
into consideration the dwindling hard coal resources,
it will be inevitable to opt for the coal found in thin
seams. Some sources estimate the reserves of thin seam
coal to be approximately one billion coal tons, which
will guarantee the continuous mining operation for
Polish mines at their present exploitation capacity
for at least ten years. It is noticeable that similar tendencies can be observed at examples of other countries in Europe and Asia (Ukraine, China, India, and
Indonesia), where thin seams constitute a vast majority of the resource’s basis. The subject of thin seam
exploitation is not easy, however; in reality, it involves
several problems such as technical, ergonomic, and
economic barriers [1]. They refer mainly to combined
longwalls where a human presence is required at the

site, and the most important problem is the issue of
limited workspace in longwall roadways. This generates engineering and organizational problems, especially during the launching and removal of the longwall roadways. Then, problems of the transportation
and mounting of the machinery and equipment with
a mass of several dozen tons can occur. weighing at
least several dozens of Mg occur. Difficulties resulting from the highly limited workspace affect the slow
advance of the working team, bring about lower productivity of human labor at a longwall, which results
in a decrease in the projected labor time at the site.
Climate conditions connected with roadway ventilation also become worse due to the decreasing intersection of the roadways. The limited workspace
brings about serious problems related to work safety
and ergonomics in a low longwall. Taking into consideration the nature of the above-mentioned problems occurring for sites of low exploitation longwalls
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(especially combined longwalls), their solution
should be sought for while developing new machines
and equipment that would be better-adjusted to such
working conditions [2].

2. DESIGN OF NEW POWERED
ROOF SUPPORT
Under the conditions of exploiting thin seams, the
kinematic structures of shield-type standing supports
constitute an essential issue for the improvement of
ergonomics and work safety of miners at a longwall.
Taking into consideration the exploitation conditions
of thin seams as well as the drawbacks of the presently used powered supports in the Department of Mining, Dressing, and Transport Machines, the conception for a new type of powered support has been
developed. When compared to the presently applied
supports, it offers a larger passage area, a greater ratio of the support load-bearing capacity to its mass,
and a decrease in the number of basic elements
(structure simplification). The conception of the support has been shown in a simplified diagram in Figure 1 [3]. The resolution consists in connection of
the basic section elements; i.e., the roof bar (1) and
ground base (2) by means of hydraulic props (3)
and angle brace cylinder(s) (5), whereas an advancing
cylinder (4) connects the ground brace (2) with the
conveyor shut (6). The hydraulic elements are assembled with joints.

the friction area of the roof bar. The jointed connection of the props and cylinders with the roof bar and
ground brace considerably eliminates the occurrence
of bending moments, especially during the turnaround of the support transfer. One of the essential
advantages of this solution is the size of the passage
area (which is bigger than in the hitherto exploited
supports) as well as the simplification of the structure
resulting from the elimination of the lemniscates system and conventional roof fall shield. When compared to the presently applied shield-type standing
powered supports, the length of the roof bar will also
be shorter, which will affect the decrease of the loads
that the support structure bears. Consequently, this
will allow for the application of supports with smaller
overall dimensions. All in all, the resolution combines the virtues of a support with lemniscate handling with the advantages of a conventional standing
support, which is becoming a solution of essential
utility in the context of the present exploitation problems of thin coal seams. On the basis of the presented
conception, numerical simulations have been started [4, 5]. Its objective was to establish parameters for
the structure of the new powered support dedicated
for thin seams. An example of a viral model of the
support can be seen in Figure 2. In Figure 3 an example of strength analysis of hydraulic support base was
presented.

Fig. 2. Virtual model of constructed
powered roof support

Fig. 1. Conception of new type of powered
roof support [3]
An advantage of the presented kinematic structure
of support is the vertical movement of the roof bar in
the turnaround of the spanning and withdrawing
of the support, which nearly eliminates tangents to

Rys. 3. Strength analysis of hydraulic support base
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The innovative powered support structure of the

The layer of superordinated control (SC) commu-

new type requires several operation turnarounds of
the hydraulic control system for realization. This is related to the specific kinematic structure of the section
and number of applied hydraulic cylinders (props).
The application of the automatic control system should
guarantee the monitoring of movement, so the perpendicularity of the props to the ground brace as well
as the simultaneous parallelism of the roof bar to the
ground brace during support spanning and withdrawing should be maintained. At present in powered longwall supports, complex systems of automatic control
are applied. However, their direct adaptation to the

nicates with the superordinated system of longwall
control (CSW). It receives command signals such as
‘section withdrawal,’ ‘section spanning,’ etc. from the
CSW; in return, the CSW receives feedback regarding its condition. The layer of direct control is a part
of the control system that, on the basis of signals
(commands) from the superordinated part (CS),
realizes control of the hydraulic valves in order
to complete particular functions. This control layer
is responsible for measurement and signal generation. In this layer, the control signals are determined on the basis of the measured displacements

solution in question is impossible; this is mainly due to
the necessity of applying the dedicated control algorithms adjusted to the specificity of kinematic structure of the new support. All things considered, the research in this scope has focused on the development
of algorithms for support control systems – a synthesis
of control system hardware with the use of elements
that are available on the market. A general block diagram of the new system controlling a single section is
shown in Figure 4. As the diagram shows, the system
controlling a single section (SCSS) consists of layers
of superordinated control and direct control. SCSS is

of the hydraulic cylinders (main props and angle
brace props) and angles of the hydraulic cylinders.
They directly control the hydraulic valves of the
section.

a regulation system that controls the support in response to signals received from the superordinated
system of support control (SC). It has been agreed that
the system of section regulation will be fully compatible with the superordinated commonly used support
control system of a longwall (CWS), so the verified solutions should not be changed.

3. WORKSTATION RESEARCH
ON POWERED SUPPORT SECTION
In the scope of the project, it has been decided to
develop and test three sections of the powered support of the new type (Fig. 5). In Figure 6, the first
developed prototype of the support section is shown.
The workstation research will be divided into two
stages. In the first stage, the cooperation among the
three support sections was tested. The objective of
this stage was to verify the interaction and performance of the section by its realization of several operating turnarounds; i.e., spanning and withdrawing as
well as conveyor and support transfer under conditions approximately similar to the working conditions
in a longwall complex system.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of new system of
section steering

Fig. 5. View of three sections of new powered roof
support during first stage of research
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Fig. 6. Prototype of new type of powered roof support
In the second stage of the research, another configuration of loads were checked. the single section
behavior conditions of an asymmetric load were carried out. This research allowed us to evaluate the assumed algorithms of a single section control. During the research, the support section was located in
a specially designed frame that allowed for the spanning of the support with the maximum load-bearing
capacity. An image of this frame is show in Figure 7.

Fig. 8. Examples of loading condition tested
in research work-station

Fig. 7. Support section in the frame
The conditions of the asymmetric load were induced
by laying steel bars at the surface of the roof bar; afterwards, the support spanning in the frame structure
will follow. In this stage of the research, the support
was spanned at the maximum power supply of 32 MPa.
In Figure 8, one can see an example of a support location within the frame for a selected load-bearing test.
The first stage of the tests allowed us to verify the
kinematics of the powered roof support and performed
control system. Due to the characteristics of the support
section (its kinematic structure), it was particularly
important to analyze the displacement of four hydraulic props (SP1, SL1, SP2, and SL2) in the individual
section load tests and check the maximum differences
in the movement of the hydraulic cylinders. In Figure 9,
the locations of the hydraulic cylinders are presented.

Fig. 9. Location of hydraulic cylinders in tested section
Examples of the movement of the hydraulic cylinders for the second case of the section load can
been seen in Figures 10 and 11. The maximum angle
of the inclination of the roof bar in the transverse
and longitudinal directions does not exceed 2;
this is functionally checked with this system. On the
analysis of the pressure waveforms in the tested hydraulic cylinders, the convergence of the tests in
a numerical design with the results of the field tests is
reported (the adequacy of the load distributions in
the hydraulic cylinders of the support section as compared to the characteristics of the support section).
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Fig. 10. Displacement courses of hydraulic cylinders
during one conducted test
4. CONCLUSION
The abundance of thin seams of coal in Poland and
around the world encourages us to find new and more
efficient technologies for their exploitation. An analysis of the technical and economic limitations connected with thin seam exploitation indicates the development of a new powered support to be one possible way
of eliminating the problems. The presented conception of a new type of powered support constitutes
a resolution combining the advantages of shield-type
standing supports with those of conventional standing
supports. As a result, it is possible to improve the essential parameters of a support as far as thin seam exploitation is concerned, including a larger intersection
of the passage area as well as a decrease in the support
mass as related to the assumed load-bearing capacity
of the support. The conducted tests allowed us to positively verify the new construction of the powered roof
support. Based on the conducted tests, additional
guidelines have been developed for the prototype solution of the support section of a new type.
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Fig. 11. Pressure course of hydraulic cylinders
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